In what is probably the most celebrated description of medieval Islamic preaching, the Andalusian traveler Ibn Jubayr (d. 614/1217) describes the aftermath of a sermon by the Ḥanbalī virtuouso Ibn al-Jawzī (d. 597/1200):
Despite the fame of this account, little attempt has been made to explain the genealogy or significance of one of its most striking features, the dramatic ritual gesture of offering up one's "forelock" to be cut off as a sign of penitence.2 Ibn Jubayr clearly assumes the familiarity of this gesture, which for him requires no explanation. Nevertheless, it is one that has no clear basis in Islamic law, and it is far from obvious either how it originated or how this particular action came to be a widely-understood public sign of repentance.
Ibn al-Jawzī himself testifies to the extent of his hair-cutting activities in his work on preaching, Kitāb al-quṣṣāṣ wa-l-mudhakkirīn. In it, the author declares, I have not ceased to exhort people and goad them to repentance and piety. To the point when I compiled this book, more than one hundred thousand holmes katz men had repented at my hand; I had cut more than ten thousand long locks (ṭāʾila) of the hair of youths (al-ṣibyān), and more than one hundred thousand people had converted to Islam at my hand.3
The penitential cutting of hair was carried on by Ibn al-Jawzī's grandson, a comparably brilliant and popular preacher working in the context of another location (Damascus) and another legal school (Ḥanafī). An account of an emotional occasion in 603/1206-1207 when Sibṭ Ibn al-Jawzī wanted to depart Damascus for a trip to Hama, only to be mobbed by disconsolate throngs at his final appearance, states that "on that day more than five hundred youths (shābb) repented and cut their hair."4 Nevertheless, Ibn Jubayr's account makes it clear that the "shearing of the forelock" ( jazz al-nāṣiya) was not particular to Ibn al-Jawzī's personal following. Describing a sermon given in the Prophet's mosque in Medina by the leading Shāfiʿī jurist Ṣadr al-Dīn al-Iṣbahānī, he recounts that:
He extended his exhortations until he made souls soar from fear and tenderness; the Persians thronged to him proclaiming their repentance with reeling minds and bewildered intellects, casting their forelocks before him. He called for a pair of scissors and cut them off one forelock at a time, and covered the head of the one whose forelock had been sheared with his [own] turban. Immediately, another turban was placed upon [Ṣadr alDīn's] head by one of his Qurʾān reciters or those who were sitting with him ( julasāʾih) who knew of his magnanimous tendency in this regard, so that they hastened to give their turbans in order to attain the precious goal because of [Ṣadr al-Dīn's] virtues that were well-known to them. He
